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1. Introduction
“When it comes to investing,there are millions of ways you can think
of.From an easy one to hardest,simplest to the most complicated and from
safest to the highest risk.Higher profit usually comes with higher risk
too.Imagine you can aim for highest profit possibility,growing up with
technology while remain playing safe.” - Muhammad Abdulfattah, founder of
FuraBIT
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A cryptocurrency(or crypto currency) is a digital assets designed to work as a Medium of
exchange using cryptography to secure the transactions and to control the creation of
additional units of the currency.Cryptocurrencies are classified as a subset of digital
Currencies and are also classified as a subset of alternative currencies and virtual currencies.
Decentralized cryptocurrency is produced by the entire cryptocurrency system collectively, at
a rate which is defined when the system is created and which is publicly known. In centralized
banking and economic systems such as the Federal Reserve System, corporate boards or
governments control the supply of currency by printing units of fiat money or demanding
additions to digital banking ledgers. In case of decentralized cryptocurrency, companies or
governments cannot produce new units, and have not so far provided backing for other firms,
banks or corporate entities which hold asset value measured in it. The underlying technical
system upon which decentralized cryptocurrencies are based was created by the group or
individual known as Satoshi Nakamoto.
Nowadays hundreds of cryptocurrencies specification exist.mostly similar to the first
decentralized cryptocurrencies,Bitcoin.Within cryptocurrency systems the safety, integrity and
balance of ledgers is maintained by a community of mutually distrustful parties referred to as
miners: members of the general public using their computers to help validate and timestamp
transactions adding them to the ledger in accordance with a particular timestamping scheme.
The legal status of cryptocurrencies varies substantially from country to country and is still
undefined or changing in many of them. While some countries have explicitly allowed their
use and trade, others have banned or restricted it. Likewise, various government agencies,
departments, and courts have classified bitcoins differently.
Trading on Cryptocurrencies become one of many way to gain profit.but as ussual,when it
comes profit there will be always loss possibility.several factor will affect profit or loss in your
Trading:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fluctuate Price of every Cryptocurrencies
Cryptocurrencies demand
Rising Difficulty on Mining Cryptocurrencies
legal status of cryptocurrencies

That is 4 main factor which will affect Profit or Loss on Cryptocurrencies trading.
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2.FuraBIT's Trading Path
Trading on Cryptocurrencies become one of the biggest Profit source in Crypto-world.Trading
Cryptocurrencies itself is Forex (Foreign Exchange),this means you can trade crytocurrencies
into another cryptocurrencies and real money like USD,EUR,JPY also IDR.
Fluctuating Exchange graph make you can take profit by trading every day,and it's not rare to
do it every hour.but as we said before,when it comes to trading.There is always posibilities
you receive loss instead of profit.Then how you can make it into Investment?
FuraBIT Created to answer this problem.

2.a Studying Market
Fluctuating Chart on Cryptocurrencies market make it gambling-like to take profit at first
glance.but when you look at it carefully and knowing how it works,gaining profit make it
easier.
We Have dedicated team to study on cryptocurrencies market.taking records on every chart
movement up to 6 months before and predicting chart movement next 6 months.Make it
became safer and reaching maximum Profit probability at the same time.

2.b Never take eyes off from Cryptocurencies related News.
There will be always movement in market like Company founded,Big scale trading,new
Alternative coin and new agreement regarding Cryptocurencies.
We have the team dedicated for its too.
Yes,we have a “dedicated” team too for this instance so every movement on market and
cryptocurencies world still in our eyes.make our prediction on market became more sharp and
also,safer to invest.

2.c Best trading Platform
We always using best trading platform with safest and best rate on exchange.no way we will
lacking on this side.using only the best Trading Platform always be the best possible choice
we can take.We will always make Investors Faith as number one priority,choosing Trading
platform where we can have a faith will be the one and only option we will take.

2.d Storage
when it comes to internet related,especially Cryptocurrencies.Security always be
concerned.how safe investment that investors believe on us cannot be taken easy.that is why
we make huge move,we save it offline.yeah,we store every cryptocurrencies offline.Connect it
to internet only when we need to trade make it far safer.
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3.Investment Choices
FuraBIT offer 2 choice of investment to our future investors.
3.a Shareholder
FuraBIT release 10.000 share for future investors to buy.This 10.000 shares is 50% of
FuraBIT assets.which mean 50% of FuraBIT Profit from Fee and sponsorship will go to 1000
shares.
Example : when Shareholder have 500 shares,it's mean that Shareholder have
500/10.000 * 50% = 2,5% from every Profit made by FuraBIT.
3.b Client
Client in FuraBIT Investment stands for Investors who participate in FuraBIT's trade activity
by investing to trading stock.Every Precentage Profit from FuraBIT's Trading activity will be
Precentage Profit for Investors Stock.
Example : if client invest 2000$ on FuraBIT.when FuraBIT's Trading have 10% profit
in 10days period,it mean that client have 200$ Profit from his/her stock in 10 days period.

4.Risks and risk management
As we mention before,when we talking about trading cryptocurrencies to take profit,there will
be always posibility of loses.And here we come with risk management to make it safer.

4.a Risks
Fluctuating Chart and large swing on margin always scare every cryptocurrencies trader,even
for professional one.how much volume traded in one time,demand on every single
cryptocurrencies and how cryptocurrencies grows will give impact into chart no matter if it little
or huge.

4.b Risk Management
Risk Management is sector that make FuraBIT excell far ahead than other investment
company.
We come with 2 big solution:
1. Stop Loss
We have 2 dedicated team responsible for predicting how chart will move.but f
luctuating chart is not a thing that can be predicted 100%.Stopping loss is the right
solution.when price going below 1-2% from predicted margin we automatically stopping
lose by trading assets into more stable currencies immediately.
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2. Targeted Profit
When Cryptocurrencies Price reach point where profit is more than enough,we
wont wait any longer for selling it. Cryptocurrencies chart always fluctuating.When it
goes up,it can suddenly drop far more than base price.we wont take any risk,taking
highest posible profit is the key.

5.Payment
5.a Time of Payment
Payment can be done in anytime except :
-FuraBIT Maintenance
-Payment Company held maintenance
if any of the list occurs,payment will processed immediately after maintenance done.No
additional fee and all payment will be Processed as it's original amount.
5.b Payment Option
withing Security is our most important matter,we offer 2 payment option.But if you want
another Payment method,you can ask directly via email on support@furabit.online
-Paypal
-Bitcoin transfer
if payment done other than the given list,charging fee depend on Payment company which
client select.FuraBIT will not give any additional charge other than Payment company
charging fee.

6.Payout
6.a Payout Schedule
Payout schedule will explain when FuraBIT will Give payout to investors.but if investors want
another schedule,FuraBIT will be there to hear your request via email at
support@FuraBIT.online
Payout Schedule will be held every 10 Days counted since Investors start investing on us.If
any change occurs on Payout schedule will be informed via blog and directly to your email.
6.b Payout Option
Option on payout will be determinated by Investors when start investing on FuraBIT.If
inverstors want to change Payout option,you can directly inform us via Email on
support@furabit.online
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7. Fee
Fee charged to investors will depend on list below :
-Type of investment
-Amount of investment
-Payment and payout method
7.a Service fee
Service fee is charged for using FuraBIT as Investing Partner.
-Shareholder
: No fee
-Client
: 5% per Payout with minimal amount of 1$
7.b Payment/Payout fee
FuraBIT won't charge any additional fee for payment/payout,but remember Payment will be
charged depend on Payment method investors use.
-Paypal Listed here https://www.paypal.com/us/webapps/mpp/paypal-fees
-Bitcoin transfer will charged from blockchain or Bitcoin wallet service investors used

8.Report
8.a Trading Report
Every trading made by FuraBIT will be colected and reported every 10days in same day as
Payout Schedule occurs.Trading report will be exclusively sent to FuraBIT Investors via email
and respective Investors member area.
8.b Maintenance Report
every maintenance FuraBIT held will be informed to Every Investors via email and posted on
FuraBIT blog here https://furabit.online/blog/
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9.Conclusion
This whitepaper has been prepared to give detailed information regarding what future
investors need to know.from the basic thing like what FuraBIT do to make Profit and how
FuraBIT give better offer than other.
Before this whitepaper release,we have done all the thing needed to make better preparation
and planning how things gonna work.searching for every existed possibilities,researching for
the new way of approach and how to do it more simple and safer.
After all endless effort,finally.We proudly present to you FuraBIT.
FuraBIT will surely give you better investing experience.
“ aim for highest profit possibility,growing with technology while remain playing safe”
always be our one and only motto on running this investment work out.
We won't greedy on trading,we won't leave trading chart goes up and down without knowing it
,we won't do any reckless move that will risk assets and we won't dissapoint you.
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